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Abstract 
A (T,d)-join arises as a natural generalization of the well-known notion of a T-join. Given 
a graph G= (V,E), a subset T of its nodes, and nonnegative integers d.,. for s E T, a (T,d)-join 
is a set B C E which is representable as the union of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths and circuits 
so that for each s E T, exactly d,. of these paths have one end at s. Here a T-path is a path 
connecting distinct elements of T. 
We give a description for the dominant of the set of (T, d)-joins. We also give a description for 
the dominant of the set of maximum multi-joins, where a multi~/oin is a subset of E representable 
as the union of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths and circuits, and a multi-join is called maximum 
if the number of paths is as large as possible. 
Both results are derived from a minimax relation for the parametric minimum weight edge- 
disjoint T-paths problem, established in [9]. 
Keywords: Dominant; T-join; Edge-disjoint paths 
I. Introduction 
In this paper we do not distinguish between a (real-valued) function on a finite 
set E and the corresponding vector of the ]El-dimensional euclidean space R E whose 
coordinates are indexed by the elements of E. For J~ 9 E R E and S C_ E, f (S )  denotes 
~( fe :  e C S); J~7 denotes the inner product ~(fe,qe: e E E);  and i s denotes the inci- 
dence vector of S in ~L', i.e., i s equals 1 if e E S, and 0 otherwise. For a collection 
5(' C_ 2 E of subsets of E, conv(£  °) is the convex hull of  (the incidence vectors of mem- 
bers of) 5('. The dominant, dom(Sa), of  (the incidence vectors of members of) ~5' is 
the (Minkowsky) sum of conv(5(') and the nonnegative orthant ~E+, i.e., it is formed 
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by each vector x ER E which is coordinately greater than or equal to some vector in 
conv(LZ). 
The problem of describing the dominant of one or another set-system L~, which 
usually has a combinatorial meaning and may be given implicitly, is rather popular 
in polyhedral combinatorics. It often comes up when one considers the problem of 
minimizing the weight w(B) of a set B E 5 a, given a nonnegative weighting w on the 
elements of E. Obviously, this minimum weight equals the minimum value wx among 
x E dom(S¢). In this paper we study the dominants for two generalizations of T-joins. 
Throughout we deal with an undirected graph G=(V,E)  possibly with multiple 
edges and a subset T of its nodes, called terminals. For X C_ V, 6(X) = 66(X) denotes 
the set of edges of G with exactly one end in X (a cut). A T-path is a simple path 
in G connecting two distinct terminals. Let each terminal s E T have a nonnegative 
integer demand ds E 7/+. We assume that d ~ 0 and 
d(T) (= ~-~(ds:  E T)) is even. 
A set B C_ E is called a (T, d)-join if it is representable asthe union of (the edge-sets 
of) pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths and circuits of G so that each s E T is one of the 
end nodes of exactly d~ of these paths. In particular, 
{ dv (mod2) if vE T, 
degB(v) = 0(mod2) if vE V -  T, 
where for UC_E and vE V, degE,(v ) is the degree of v in the subgraph (V,U). Let 
~a denote the set of (T,d)-joins for G,T,d. 
If all demands are ones (so [TI is even), then a (T,d)-join is specialized to be a 
T-join, a well-studied object originally appeared in connection with the Chinese post- 
man problem [3,8]; we release the requirement of inclusion minimality in the standard 
definition of a T-join [14]. Edmonds and Johnson [5] obtained the basic result on T- 
joins that for any nonnegative weighting w on E, the minimum weight of a T-join is 
equal to the maximum value of a fractional w-packing of T-cuts (a cut 6(X) is called 
a T-cut if I T ~X I is odd). In polyhedral terms, this means that the dominant of the 
set Nl of T-joins is formed by the vectors x E NE+ satisfying the constraint 
x(f(X))l>1 for all T-cuts 6(Y). 
In other words, dom(M1) and the dominant of the set of T-cuts form a blocking 
pair of polyhedra [6]. The convex hull of the set of T-joins also admits a "nice" linear 
programming description (see [7 r, Ch. 8.5]); namely, conv(Ml ) is formed by the vectors 
x E R E satisfying 
(1) (i) 0~<xe~<l for each eEE; 
(ii) x(6(X) -  U)+IU I -x(U)>~ 1 for each X C V and U C_ 6(X) with IXnTl+luI 
odd. 
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For a survey of the above-mentioned and other results concerning T-joins and T-cuts, 
see [7, 12, 14]. 
In this paper we consider the minimum weight (T, d)-join problem: 
(2) given a weighting w :E~ Z+, find a (T,d)-join B whose weight w(B) is as small 
as possible, 
and describe the dominant of ,Nd for arbitrary demands d (Theorem 2.1 ). The descrip- 
tion of dom(.Nd) that we present has a more complicated form than that for ~ .  We 
show that dom(Nd) can be represented as the sum of RE+ and a certain polyhedron 
D which is described by linear constraints having a combinatorial sense. Such a D is 
given by adding to (1)(i) a constraint analogous to (1)(ii) and a certain connectivity 
constraint. 
We also give a description, in a similar form, for the dominant of the set of maximum 
multi-joins for G, T (Theorem 2.2). Let v = v(G, T) denote the maximum cardinality 
of a set of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths in G. By a multi-join we mean a set B C_ E 
which is representable as the union of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths and circuits; a 
multi-join is called maximum if some of its representations contains v T-paths. 
The description of dom(Nd) relies on a general result on T-paths (and similarly 
for maximum multi-joins). More precisely, (2) is reduced to a special case of the so- 
called parametric minimum weight edge-disjoint T-paths problem. This enables us to 
apply a minimax relation established for the latter problem in [9] (for a sketch of the 
proof of this relation and related results, see [10]). We also use a result of Lovfisz 
and Cherkassky on the maximum number of edge-disjoint T-paths in an inner Eulerian 
graph. 
It was also shown in [9] that the above-mentioned parametric problem can be solved 
in strongly polynomial time. This provides a strongly polynomial algorithm to find an 
optimal solution to (2), and similarly to the corresponding minimum weight maximum 
multi-join problem. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are stated in Section 2. 
Here we also exhibit the minimax relation for the parametric problem. The proofs of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The concluding 
Section 5 contains one further result. It turns out that for d = 11 the polyhedron D is 
exactly the convex hull of the set of T-joins. For arbitrary demands d, one shows 
that the integer points in D one-to-one correspond to the (T,d)-joins (Lemma 3.1). 
However, D may have non-integer vertices and, therefore, differ from conv(.~d), as 
shown in Lemma 5.1 (note that Theorem 2.1 guarantees the integrality only those 
vertices of D that remain vertices in D+ RE+). Section 5 also rises some open questions. 
2. Background and results 
The key notion used in our theorems is as follows. 
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Definition. A pair q~ =(X6, U e) is called a fragment if X 4, C_ V, U, C_6(X4~ ), and the 
numbers lull and d(X, N T) have different parity, that is, 
(3) IU4~ ]+a(X~NT)  is odd. 
In particular, Ue has odd cardinality if X~ contains no terminal; such a fragment 
is called inner. We associate with a fragment q5 the function Z ~ on the edges of G 
defined by 
1 if eE U,, 
(4) Ze~= -1  i f eE6(X¢) -U  O, 
0 otherwise. 
Theorem 2.1. Let D = D(G, T, d) be the set of vectors x E R E satisJj~ing 
(5) (i) O<~xe<~l for each eEE; 
(ii) x(6(Y))>~d~ - d(Y N T - {s}) for each Y C_ V and s E T NY; 
(iii) Z~x<~IU6I- 1 for each fragment c~. 
Then conv(~a) C D C dom(~'a). In particular, dom(~a) = D + 1~+. 
Remark. It is immediately seen that if d = 1I then system (5)(iii) becomes equivalent 
to (1)(ii). Moreover, in this case (ii) in (5) becomes redundant as it is implied by 
(iii) (since the right hand side value in (5)(ii) is greater than zero only if IX N 
T I ----- 1; in this case q5 = (X, 0) is a fragment, and now (5)(iii) gives x(6(X))= -ZOx >~ 
1 - lu l l  = 1---ds). Thus, D(G, T, 1I) is exactly the convex hull of the set of T-joins. 
Next we state the theorem on the dominant of the set ¢3 max of maximum multi-joins 
for G, T. For each s E T, let Ys be a subset of V such that Ys N T = {s}. When these 
subsets are pairwise disjoint, the set r = {Y~: s E T} is called a T-kernel system. We 
associate with r the function (:  on E which indicates how many times an edge occurs 
in the cuts 6(Ys), that is, 
~ = ~(~Y '~ : Ys c r). 
Theorem 2.2. Let Q = Q(G, T) be the set of vectors x E R E satisfying 
(6) (i) 0<~Xe<~l for each eEE; 
(ii) ~x>~2v for each T-kernel system r; 
(iii) z~x~lU~l- 1 for each inner J?agment qS. 
Then conv( , .~ max ) C_ Q c_ dom(~ max). In particular, dom(,.4~ max ) =- Q + ~.  
As mentioned in the Introduction, the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 rely on a 
general result on minimum weight packings of T-paths, as follows. Consider a graph 
G~=(V~,U), a set T~C_ V ~, and a weighting w t :E  / ~ Z+. For brevity, in the sequel 
we refer to a set of edge-disjoint Tt-paths in G ~ as a packing. For a packing ~,  let 
w/(~)  denote the sum of weights w~(P) of paths P in ~ (when writing w~(P), we 
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consider a path as an edge set). The parametric minimum weight problem is: 
(7) given p E E+, find a packing ~ that maximizes the objective function 
~(~,  p )  = p i l l  - w ' (~) .  
Clearly, if p is large enough (e.g., p = w~(U)+ 1), then (7) turns into the problem 
of finding a maximum cardinality packing ~ whose total weight w~(~) is as small as 
possible. Therefore, (7) is a generalization f the minimum weight maximum multi-join 
problem and, in fact, of the minimum weight (Y,d)-ioin problem (2), due to a simple 
reduction, as explained below. 
Let .~ =Y(G ~, T ~) denote the set of inner fragments q5 ~ for G 1 and T ~. For func- 
tions j~ : ~ --~ E+ and 7 :El -+ R+, define the reduced weight function f = (w',/3,-,. on E ~ 
to be 
(8) L=w'+y+E( /~¢,Z*"~'Eg  ). 
We say that (]~, 7) is p-admissible if # is nonnegative and 
(9) ~(P)>~p for each T ' -pathPin G/. 
Theorem 2.3. [9] For any p >~ O, 
(10) max{O(~,p)}= min{T(E')+ y~'~(/~,,(IU~,]- 1):~b'E~)}, 
where ~ ranges over all packings and (fl, 7) ranges over all p-admissible pairs. 
To prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will need the following construction and results. 
For each s E T, add to G a new node s ~ and ds parallel edges between s and s~; the 
resulting graph G ~ along with the set T/= {s~: s E T} is called the d-extension of 
(G, T). Clearly G has a (T, d)-j oin if and only if v(G ~, T ~ ) = d(T)/2. Mader [ 13 ] found 
a minimax relation involving v(G ~, T t) for an arbitrary graph G ~. Earlier Lov~isz and 
Cherkassky, independently, found a minimax relation for an inner Eulerian (G ~, TI). 
Their result can be expressed in the following form. 
Theorem 2.4 (Cherkassky [1], Lowlsz [11]). Let G'=(V~,E ~) and T~ C_ V' be such 
that the degree of each node in V ~ - T' is even. For s' E T', let p(S')= pG'(s ') be the 
minimum cardinality of a cut (Sc'(X) with X A T'= {s'}. Then there exists a set of 
pairwise edge-disjoint T~-paths in G' such that Jor each s' E T', exactly p(s t) of these 
paths have one end at s ~. 
Our proofs will utilize the following easy corollary from this theorem. 
Corollary 2.5. Let GI= (V/,E ~) be a graph, let T~ C_ V ~, and let c be a nonnegative 
function on U. For s'E T ~, let p(s')=pc"C(s ') be the minimum number c(6C'(X)) 
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amon9 X C V t with XNT t = {s~}. Then there exist Tt-paths Pl . . . . .  Pk and nonnegative 
reals 21,..., 2k such that (i) for each e E U,  the sum of 2i's for the paths Pi 9oin9 
through e does not exceed ce, and (ii) for each s t E T t, the sum of  2i' s for the paths 
Pi with one end at s t equals p(st). 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
First we prove the inclusion conv(~a)CD by showing that the incidence vector 
x=~ ~ of any (T,d)-join B satisfies (5). Property (5)(i) is obvious. To see (5)(ii), 
choose a representation of B as the union of T-paths and circuits Pl . . . . .  Pk that realize 
the demand d. For X C_ V and s E X n T, at least A = ds - d(X N T - {s}) paths ~ must 
connect s with terminals outside X. Therefore, the sum x ~ of the incidence vectors 
of these paths satisfies xt(6(X))>~ A, which implies (5)(ii). To see (5)(iii), consider a 
fragment q~. Obviously, each/], meets the cut 6(X~) in an odd number of edges if and 
only if P/ is a T-path with exactly one end in X~NT. Hence, IBN6(X~)] and d(X~NT) 
have the same parity. This implies that Z~x + d(X~ N T) is an even integer. Obviously, 
z~x<~lU~l . Now the condition that IU, I +d(X~ n T) is odd implies z~x<~lU~l- 1,
giving (5)(iii). 
There is a stronger elationship between conv(Ma) and D. This is exhibited in the 
following lemma; although we do not need it in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is 
interesting in its own right. For F C E and v E V, let Fv denote the set of edges in F 
incident to v. 
Lemma 3.1. The set of inteyer points in D coincides with the set of incidence vectors 
of (T, d)-joins. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any integer point x E D, the set B = {e E E: Xe = 1 } 
is a (T,d)-join. Property (5)(iii) implies that ({v},B~) cannot be a fragment for any 
vE V. Therefore, d~ + IBv] is even for every node v, letting d~ =0 for vE V -  T. This 
means that the d-extension (H~=(V' ,Bt) ,T ~) of the graph H=(V,B)  and set T has 
an even degree at each node v E V. 
Consider a node s t E T t and subset X t C V t such that XtNT t = {s~}. I f  the correspond- 
ing node s E T is not in X t, then the cut 6H'(X ~) contains at least ds edges (as s and s t 
are connected by ds edges). Otherwise, for X =X'N  V, we have ]6H'(X')] = ]6H(X)] + 
d(X N T - {s}) (as X '  n T' = {s'}). This together with the inequality ]6H(X)] ~>ds -
d(X N T -  {s}) (by (5)( i i ) ) impl ies 16H'(x')I ~ds. Also I6H'({s'})[ =ds. 
Hence, (H ~, T t) is inner Eulerian, and pH' (s t) = ds for each s E T. So we can apply 
Theorem 2.4 to H t and T t and conclude that H ~ contains a (Tt, dt)-join J~ for the 
demands d s, =ds, s E T. This implies that J : j tNB is a (T,d)-join in H. Furthermore, 
every node of H is incident to an even number of edges in B -  J .  Therefore, B -  J is 
decomposed into pairwise edge-disjoint circuits, whence B is a (T,d)-join as well. [] 
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Next we prove the second inclusion figured in Theorem 2.1. It suffices to show that 
(i) if G has no (T,d)-join, then D is empty, and (ii) if G has a (T,d)-join, then the 
problem: 
(1 l ) given weights we E Z+ to the edges e ~ E, minimize wx over x ~ D, 
has an optimal solution x* that is the incidence vector of a (T,d)-join. Indeed, in 
case (i), the desired inclusion is obvious, while in case (ii), varying w and applying 
standard linear programming arguments, we conclude that every vertex of D + ~E+ is 
the incidence vector of a (T,d)-join, whence D C_ dom(~a) follows. 
We use Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.5. First we prove (ii). Let ~a ~ and w: 
E---+ 7/+. Consider the d-extension (G '= (V ~, U), T') of (G, T) and extend w by zero 
to the edges in U-E ,  denoting the resulting function on U by w'. Since ~a ~ ~, the 
maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint Tt-paths in G ~ is equal to d=d(T) /2 .  
Take a sufficiently large positive integer p which ensures that a set ~ of pairwise 
edge-disjoint T'-paths in G ~ that maximizes q/(;~, p) (see (7)) has the maximum pos- 
sible cardinality, i.e., I~@[ = d. Let B ~ be the set of edges of G ~ occurred in paths in ~. 
Then B=B ~ A E is a (T,d)-join; so ~ CD. We assert hat ~8 is an optimal solution 
to (11). 
Choose a p-admissible pair (/3,),) that achieves the minimum in (10). Obviously, 
w'(B') = w(B), therefore, 
(12) pd-w(B)=tp(~,p)=7(U)+~-~( f l~ , ( ]U~, ] -  1): q~' C ,~). 
Consider a vector xED.  We have to show that wx>~w(B). To do this, extend x 
by ones to the edges in E / -E ,  denoting the resulting vector in R E' by x ~. Then 
w'x'= wx. For s C T and X/C V' such that X ~ A T '= {s'}, we have x~(f°'(X'))>~ds 
(it is obvious if s ~X ~, and follows from (5)(ii) for s and X =X'A  V otherwise). Also 
x'(6c'({s'})) =ds. Therefore, by Corollary 2.5, there exist T'-paths P1 .. . . .  Pk in G' and 
reals 21 .. . . .  ,~k ~>0 such that (i) 21 +. . -+  2k =d,  and (ii) for the incidence vectors ~e 
of (the edge-sets of) paths Pi, the vector y = 2~ + ... + 2k¢ P' is coordinately less 
than or equal to x'. For i=  1 .... ,k, we have ((~)>~p (by (9)), where ( is defined in 
(8). Since ~ is nonnegative and xt>~y, we have 
k 
(13) (x'>~{y= ~ )./(P,.)>~pd. 
i--1 
Let ~ denote the vector ~ (/3~,Z4;: ~b' E ~,~) on E'. By (8) and (13), 
pd <~ (x I = w~x ' + 7x' + -fix ~. 
This together with w~x'= wx and 7eX~e <~ e for e E U implies that 
(14) pd - wx<~7(E') +fix'. 
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Comparing (12) and (14), we observe that the desired inequality wx>~w(B) is sat- 
isfied if 
(15) 1): 
In its turn, in view of nonnegativity of fl, (15) follows from the inequality 
t / 
(16) Z4'x 1 
for each inner fragment ~b'=(X~,, U4,, ) for G',T'. Let us show (16). This is easy if 
t Gt 
' = 1. So assume that each common edge in 6 (X~,) Z~ = - 1 for some edge e with x~ 
and U - E belongs to U s,; let Z be the set of such edges. Since X4,, N T '= ~3, it 
follows that Z consists of the edges connecting s and s t, for all s E X~, N T. Then 
[Z] =d(Xcs n T). Let U=U~, -Z .  The number Iel +d(g~,, n T) is odd (as Ie~,[ is 
odd). Therefore, the pair (Xg),,U) forms a fragment q~ for G,T,d. By (5)(iii) for ~b 
and x, we have Z~x<~]U[- 1. Also Z4)'x ' -  ZCbx=x'(Z)= IZI . Hence, 
t / 
=z x+ IZl <lUI- 1 + IZl = lu l l -  1, 
yielding (16). Thus, B gives an optimal solution to (11), as required. 
It remains to prove that D = 0 whenever ~d = 0. For a contradiction, suppose that 
D # ~. Consider x ~ D, take p = I E] + 1, and assign the weight we = 1 to each e E E. As 
before, extend w by zeros and x by ones to the set E' - E of edges in the d-extension 
(G '= (V',E'), T') of (G, T), forming w' and x', respectively. 
Choose a set ~ of pairwise edge-disjoint T'-paths in G' and a p-admissible pair 
(fl,7) that achieve the equality in (10). Let d=d(T)/2. Arguing as above, we observe 
that (14) and (15) are satisfied. Therefore, pd-  wx<<.lp(~, p)= p[~[- w'(~). This 
implies 
(17) p(d - I~l)<.wx - w'(~). 
But d -  I~]~>l (as G has no (T,d)-join), while wx<~lE I and w'(~)>~0. So (17) 
implies p~< IEI, contrary to the choice of p. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
This is based on ideas similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and is even 
technically simpler. 
First we prove the inclusion conv(~3 max) _C Q. Consider a maximum multi-join B, and 
let x = ~n. Property (6)(i) is obvious, and the fact that each node v E V - T is incident 
to an even number of edges in B, while I U4, ] is odd for each inner fragment ~b, implies 
(6)(iii). To see (6)(ii), take a set ~ of v pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths in (V,B) and 
consider a T-kernel system ~ = {Ys: s E T}. For each s E T, a T-path with an end at s 
meets fi(Ys) (as YsNT = {s}). So the number bs of such paths in ~ is at most [6(Ys)nB[, 
implying ~6(r')x >~ bs. Therefore, ~ ~x = ~ (¢6(r~)x: s C T) ~> ~ (bs: s E T) = 2v, giving 
(6)(ii). 
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Next we prove the second inclusion Q c dom(~ m~). It suffices to consider a weight- 
ing w: E--~ 7/+ and show that there exists a maximum multi-join B such that w(B)<<.wx 
for any vector x E Q. Take as B the set of edges occurred in the members of ~,  where 
is a set of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths that maximizes the objective @ in (7) for 
a rather large positive p (regarding G, T,w as G ~, T~,w~). Then 1~1 = v. 
Choose a p-admissible pair (/~,7) that achieves the minimum in (10) for G, T,w. 
Then 
(18) pv - w(B) =~l(E) + Z (~( IU~I  - 1): ~b ~ .~), 
where ~ is the set of inner fragments for G, T. Consider a vector x E Q. For each s E T, 
choose a set Y~. with x(f(Y,))  minimum among the sets X C V such that X ~ T = {s}; 
let p(s)=x(6(Ys.)). We also assume that each Y,. is minimal under the above property. 
Then the sets Y~ are pairwise disjoint. This is because, in view of nonnegativity of x, 
any Y~. and Yt (s ¢ t) satisfy the obvious relation: 
p(s) + p(t)= x(6(Ys)) + x(6(r,))>~x(6(vj)) + x(6(U)) ,  
where Y j= Y~.-Yt and Y/= Yt-Ys. Since Y~fnT= {s} and Y/AT= {t}, this is possible 
only if x(6(y~))= p(s), whence Y~ = Ys by the minimality of Y~. 
Thus, the sets Ys form a T-kernel system r. By (6)(ii), ~ (p(s): s E T )= ¢¢x ~> 2v. By 
Corollary 2.5, there exist T-paths /'1 . . . . .  Pk and reals )., . . . . .  ).k>~0 such that 
2~ +. . .  + 2~ >~v, and the vector y=21~ P' +. . .  + ).k~ P~ is coordinately less than or 
equal to x. Also [ (~)>~p,  i=  1 . . . . .  k (where / =F"'f~':'; cf. (8)). Therefore, 
k 
(19) {X~>[),= ~ 2~((~)~>pv. 
i=1  
Next, for each inner fragment 4), "ZOx<~lU,[- 1 (by (6)(iii)). This together with 
(19) and 7x~7(E)  implies 
(20) pv -wx<<.7'(E)+E([~,(Iu, I- 1): ~ c ~).  
Now comparing (18) and (20), we obtain w(B)<<.wx, as required. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Similarly to the case of ( I ,  d)-joins, the first inclusion in Theorem 2.2 is sharpened 
as follows. 
Lemma 4.1. The set of inteyer points in Q coincides with the set of incidence vectors 
of maximum multi-joins. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if x is an integer point in D, then B = {e E E: Xe = 1 } 
is a maximum multi-join. 
Each node v E V - T is incident to an even number of edges in B (otherwise (6)(iii) 
is violated for the inner fragment formed by v and these edges). So we can apply 
Theorem 2.4 to H = (V,B) and T and obtain a set £ of pairwise edge-disjoint T-paths 
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in H such that 2J~l = ~ (la(Ys)nBl: s ~ T) for some subsets Y, C V with Ys n T = {s} 
and I6(Y,)N B] minimum. Moreover, arguing as in the proof of the second inclusion 
in Theorem 2.2, we may assume that the sets Ys are pairwise disjoint; therefore, these 
form a T-kernel system T. By (6)(ii), ~(16(Y,)NB]:  sCT)=~x>>-2v .  Therefore, 
1~1 ~>v, whence the set F of edges covered by paths in ~ is a maximum multi-join. 
Now since each node in V - T meets an even number of edges in B -F ,  and similarly 
for each node in T (otherwise B -  F contains a T-path, whence ~ is not maximal), it 
follows that B is a maximum multi-join as well. [] 
5. Concluding remarks 
Theorem 2.1 shows the integrality of every vertex of the polyhedron D = D(G, T, d) 
that remains a vertex in D + [~E+. These vertices are the incidence vectors of mini- 
mal (T,d)-joins. Moreover, Lemma 3.1 says that the sets of integer points in D and 
conv(~d) are the same. We also know that D(G, T, 1I) is exactly the convex hull of 
the set of T-joins in G. However, in general, D needs not coincide with conv(Nd), 
as shown in the following lemma. For constructing a counterexample there we rely on 
the fact that if a cubic graph H = (Z, U) has a stable node set S of cardinality at least 
IzI/2, then H is bipartite. (Indeed, since S is stable, S and Z - S are connected by 
31S I edges, while H has 31z I edges at all; therefore, Isl > Iz -  Sl implies that no edge 
has both ends in Z -  S.) 
Lemma 5.1. There exists an instance o f  (G,T,d) fo r  which D(G,T ,d )  has a non- 
integer vertex. 
Proof. Such an instance is constructed from any non-bipartite cubic graph H = (Z, U), 
e.g., from the complete graph K4 with four nodes, as follows. 
(i) For each node z E Z, take a triangle Az (a circuit on three nodes) and fix a 
one-to-one correspondence b tween its nodes and the edges of H incident to z. 
(ii) For each edge u = {z,z '} E U, form the graph consisting of three nodes v .... Vz,,u 
and Su, two parallel edges connecting Vz, u and s~, and two parallel edges connecting 
vz,,u and Su. 
(iii) Combine the graphs in (i) and (ii) into a single graph by identifying Vz, u with 
the node in At corresponding to u, for each node z and edge u in H, which are incident. 
The resulting graph is just the desired G = (V,E). For example, the graph G arising 
from K4 is drawn in Fig. 1. The set T of terminals in G consists of the nodes su 
for u E U. Assign the demand ds = 2 to each s c T. Let W be the set of edges of G 
occurred in triangles. 
We show that D is nonempty and that for some weighting w on E (taking negative 
values on some edges), the problem of minimizing wx over D (cf. (11)) has no integer 
optimal solution, thus proving the lemma. Such a w is defined by We = 1 for each e C W 
and We = - ]E  I for the remaining edges e. 
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Consider the vector x with components x e = I/2 for e E W and x e = 1 for e E E - W. 
We assert hat x belongs to D. Indeed, (ii) in (5) follows from the fact that there exist 
T-paths P1,... ,Pk and nonnegative reals 21,..., 2k such that 21¢P~ +. . .  + 2k~ e~ ~<x, and 
for each s E T, the sum of ),i 'S for the paths Pi which have end at s is exactly two 
(- -ds).  This is valid if, for each pair {u, u'} of  adjacent edges in H, we choose a path 
through su, Vz, u, vz, u, and su,, where z is the common node for u and u ~, and assign each 
I Next, observe that for any cut C in G, both [C[ and the number of edges 2i to be 3' 
1 e E C with x~ =3 are even. This easily implies (5)(iii), taking into account hat ]U~] 
is odd for any fragment ~b (as d(X4~ A T)  is even). 
Thus, x E D. Also wx = I W] /2 -  tE I ]E -  W I. Suppose that there is an integer point 
y E D such that wy <~ wx. Then Ye = 1 for each e E E - W, and the number of  edges 
e E W with Ye = 1 is at most ]W]/2. Notice that none of the triangles Az contains two 
edges e and e' such that Ye = 1 and Ye' = 0. For otherwise the common node v for 
e and e ~ is incident to exactly three edges where y takes value one (namely, e and 
the two parallel edges entering the triangle at v), so (5)(iii) is violated for y and the 
fragment formed by v and these three edges. Let A be the set of nodes z E Z such 
that Ye = 1 for the edges e in Az. Then ye = 0 for all edges e in the triangles Az for 
z E Z - A. Therefore, wy<~wx implies I A] ~< ]Z]/2. 
Since H is cubic and non-bipartite, the inequality ]AI<~IZ]/2 implies that the set 
Z -  A is non-stable, i.e., H has an edge u= {z,z t} with both ends not in A. This 
means that Ye =0 holds for each of the four edges e forming the cut 66(X), where 
X={s~,Vz,  u, vz,,~}. But XN T={s~} and ds, >0,  hence, (5)(ii) is violated for y and 
X; a contradiction. 
In view of this lemma, it is reasonable to ask: (i) does there exist a 'good char- 
acterization' via linear inequalities for the convex hull of ~d, and (ii) what is the 
complexity status of problem (2) with an arbitrary w: E---+ 7/? 
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Another group of open questions concerns the dominants for ~'d and ~max. Is it 
possible to describe dom(~d) and dom(~ max) via linear inequalities rather than the 
Minkowsky sum as in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2? Does the matrix in the minimal integral 
description for dom(~3d) have all entries bounded independently in the size of the 
graph, and similarly for dom(~ ma×)? To comparison: the perfect matching polytope of 
a graph has a 'good characterization' via inequalities with all left hand side coefficients 
(1.h.s.) in {0, 1}, due to classic results of Edmonds [4]. However, it was shown in [2] 
that 1.h.s. coefficients for some facets of the corresponding dominant can be as large 
as the size of the graph. 
Finally, given a natural number k < v, is there a 'nice' description for the dominant 
of the set of k-multi-joins for G, T, where a k-multi-join is a multi-join which contains 
exactly k T-paths in some of its representation? 
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